
 

 

 
 

SMC manufactures semiconductor devices such as 

schottky rectifiers, TVS, TVS arrays & modules, standard, 

ultrafast & fast recovery rectifiers, small signal switching 

diodes, Zener diodes for use in avionics applications. 

www.smc-diodes.com 

 

 
 

Api Delevan manufacturers  SMD & thru-hole inductors, 

chokes & transformers for  aerospace applications with 

requirements for quality and reliability. 

 

www.delevan.com 

 

 
 

Firadec manufactures tantalum capacitors in a solid & 

wet technology for avionics markets. 

  

 

www.exxelia.com 

 

 
 

Martek Power develops & manufactures standard, 

modified AC/DC and custom power supplies and DC/DC 

converters. Martek Power supplies products for avionics 

equipments. 

www.martekpower.com 

 

 
 

3D Plus manufactures memories (µSSD, DDR, SDRAM, 

SRAM, FLASH) in com., ind. & mil. Temp. Ranges,        

non-RoHs/RoHs for reliabilty, extrem performance & 

very small form factors  for avionics applications. 

www.3d-plus.com 

 

 
 

Sensitron produces reliable, discrete diodes and       

integrated power electronics such as TVS—Modules 

(MIL-Std-1275), SSPCs (solid state power controllers) 

and motor controllers for military markets. 

www.sensitron.com 

 

 
 

Weiking is a professional manufacturer of high-rel DC/

DC converters and special thick-film hybrid ICs used in 

military, aerospace, vessel, high-speed rail as well as 

other high reliability markets. 

www.weiking.com 

 

 
 

Eurofarad is a manufacturer of reliable high-tech     

products such as ceramic-, foil- and mica capacitors, 

signal and power filters, potentiometers and slip rings 

for avionic equipments.  

www.exxelia.com 

 

 
 

Omnetics is a manufacturer of connectors & smallest 

connector/cable solutions. These are offered as COTS, 

standard & custom connectors for avionic  markets. 

 

www.omnetics.com 

 

 

 

 
 

Pave Technology is a manufacturer of hermetically 

sealed electrical & optical fiber connectors and cable 

seals for avionics applications. 

 

www.pavetechnology.com 
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MSA Components is a manufacturers representative for major and leading edge electronic component manufacturers. Our strategic 

line card offers sales support and engineering design capability for the original equipment manufacturers, contract manufacturing 

companies and the engineering services community. Our strategy is to build long term relationships. 

  

 

 

 

 
 

Microspire has more than 25 years of experience and 

keeps being a leading company in the wound magnetics 

world. They serve avionics systems. 

  

www.exxelia.com 

 

  Renco Electronics 

 

Renco Electronics manufactures through hole and SMD 

power magnetics for avionics systems. 

 

 

www.rencousa.com 
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